Polarization Coherence Tomography (PCT) method has the good performance in deriving the vegetation vertical structure. However, Errors caused by temporal decorrelation and vegetation height and ground phase always propagate to the data analysis and contaminate the results. In order to overcome this disadvantage, we exploit Complex Least Squares Adjustment Method to compute vegetation height and ground phase based on Random Volume over Ground and Volume Temporal Decorrelation (RVoG+VTD) model. By the fusion of different polarimetric InSAR data, we can use more observations to obtain more robust estimations of temporal decorrelation and vegetation height, and then, we introduce them into PCT to acquire more accurate vegetation vertical structure. Finally the new approach is validated on E-SAR data of Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany. The results demonstrate that the robust method can greatly improve accusation of vegetation vertical structure.
INTRODUCTION
Forests play an important role in Earth's carbon cycle by absorbing carbon from the atmosphere and storing it in biomass (Le Toan et al, 2011) . So it is important to improve the accuracy of forest biomass estimations. Polarimetric synthetic aperture rada interferometry (POLInSAR) combines POLSAR technology and synthetic aperture radar interferometry (InSAR) technology, which permit to separate main scattering contributions from a resolution cell of vegetated area (Trueuhaft et al., 2000) . POLInSAR shows great potential for monitoring biomass (Le Toan et al, 2011; Cloude, 2006; Luo, 2011) . It has demonstrated that we can exact biomass through empirical allometric relationship with tree height which obtained by POLINSAR or other mehods (Balzter, et al., 2007) . However, forest density has not been considered by this method which reduces the biomass accuracy for some degree (Luo, 2011) . PCT can solve this problem well. The reason is that PCT can recover the forest vertical structure directly and show the density difference (Praks, 2008) . Forest height and ground phase are important parameters of PCT. However, temporal decorrelation always has passive effect on forest height (Papathanassiou, 2003) . Besides, temporal decorrelation also has effect on PCT result. This paper will propose a Complex Least Square method by the fusion of different polarimetric InSAR data. Adequate observations permit us to apply RVOG+VTD model to exact forest height, ground phase and temporal decorrelation. This method can not only smooth out the observation errors, but also can obtain more redundant observations which permit us to exact more robust forest height, ground phase and temporal decorrelation. After that we use the forest height, ground phase and temporal decorrelation to compute the PCT. In this manuscript, we will introduce this method in detail.
METHODOLOGY

Complex Least Square Method
In this section, we will introduce how we can exact forest height, ground phase and temporal decorrelation using Complex Least Squares method through the fusion of different polarimetric InSAR data. The RVOG+VTD model can be expressed as (Papathanassiou, 2001; 2003) is regarded as observation of surveying adjustment; w is the unitary scattering mechanism; 0 ϕ is the ground surface phase, an unknown real number and polarization independent; ( ) w µ is effective ground-to-volume amplitude ratio accounting for the attenuation through volume and depending on the polarization and an unknown real number; t γ is temporal decorrelation, polarization independent and real unknown; v γ is volume-only coherence and polarization independent, which can be expressed as (Papathanassiou, 2003) 
, , , 
Synthesis of the Structure Function
The complex interferometric coherence ( ) w γ , which is the normalized coherent sum of all contributions, is formulated for a random distribution of scatters, as shown in Eq. 
where 1 s and 2 s are the complex signals; * represents the complex conjugate and <...> is the expectation; v h is the upper bound of integration, which represents forest height; The low bound 0 is looked as reference datum; The RVOG model is derived from this formula. For PCT method, the FourierLegendre polynomial decomposition is used to fit the structure function ( , ) f w z . This is different from RVOG model. For RVOG model, the structure function is assumed to have exponential shape. The second order Legendre series of ( , ) f w z is shown as follow (Cloude, 2006 
without considering temporal decorrelation, we can represent 
However, we have not considered the effect of temporal decorrelation on Eq. (8). When we obtain the temporal decorrelation value, the Eq. (8) 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental data are E-SAR L band fully polarimetric data. The test site locates Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany. Figure. ( , ) f w z value. On the contrary, (b) can overcome this problem for some degree. Except this, from (b) we can see, near 400-500 range pixels, the corresponding forest own higher density. In addition, we can conclude that, for this mixed forest, the top canopy own large ( , ) f w z values, compared with truck layer. At the bottom of forest, we can see the corresponding ( , ) f w z values are also relatively large. The reason is that there is low vegetation. Volume scattering also occur in this region. f w z values occur at the bottom of forest 2. Totally speaking, the density of forest 2 is higher than forest1.
Despite the good performance of our method, we can see there are still negative profiles in the estimation. We should note that we just obtain an approximation to the true profile. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a robust PCT method has been proposed. We have used Complex Least Squares method to compute forest height, ground phase and temporal decorrelation base on RVOG+VTD model. At last, using E-SAR data, we have tested the feasibility of our method. In future, muti-baseline will be applied to improve the resolution of PCT.
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